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A new edition of the best-selling cookbook for all home cooks looking to
create and innovate like a MasterChef champion, with new forewords by
John Torode and Gregg Wallace to inspire you. The illustrated recipes
include classics such as roast chicken or panna cotta, many of which
feature brand new "From Ordinary to Extraordinary" variations that take
the classic dish and give it a delicious MasterChef twist. Alongside the
classics are proven winners created by the contestants on the hit BBC
show, so you can cook like a champion and make showstopping recipes
for yourself. This edition features 15 stunning brand new recipes from
MasterChef winners and finalists including Dhruv Baker, Ping Coombes
and Jane Devonshire. Then there are more than 250 pages of essential
cook's know-how, ingredients guides, and flavour pairings. Step-by-step
instructions explain techniques such as how to julienne carrots, clean
squid, or prepare artichokes, or how to make a beurre blanc or caramel
sauce. Do you aspire to cook like a MasterChef champion? Are you keen
to perfect your technique, deliver classic recipes with panache, and
innovate with confidence? If so, MasterChef Kitchen Bible is the perfect
source of expertise and inspiration.
Newly updated in honor of the 75th anniversary of It’s a Wonderful Life!
Celebrating one of the most beloved, heartwarming American Christmas
films of all time, director Frank Capra’s It’s a Wonderful Life, this book is
replete with movie lore and recipes meant to delight cooks, tempt their
friends and families, and entertain movie buffs and collectors
alike--presented by the actress who played star Jimmy Stewart’s youngest
on-screen daughter . . . From savory main courses to festive desserts,
within these pages you’ll find 250 old-fashioned recipes inspired by life in
fictional Bedford Falls, including Violet's Spicy Chicken, Silver Bells
Christmas Cookies,Henry Potter Pot Pie, Fifty-Cents-on-the-Dollar Chuck
Roast, Harry Bailey Hero Sandwich, Mrs. Martini's Creamy Linguine,
Clarence Oddbody's Heavenly Hot Mulled Wine, "Zuzu, My Little
Gingersnap” cookies, and many others to warm your heart, and please
your palate. As a bonus, the book is filled with stills, bits of trivia from the
movie, behind-the-scenes anecdotes, and reminiscences from the stars of
the film and others who helped make it. This updated version will contain
even more of these fun film anecdotes!
Get answers to all your cooking science questions, and cook tastier, more
nutritious food using fundamental principles, practical advice, and step-bystep techniques. Where does the heat come from in a chili pepper? Why is
wild salmon darker than farmed? Does searing meat really "seal in" the
juices? A good recipe goes a long way, but if you can master the science
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behind it, you'll be one step ahead. Using full-color images, stats and facts
through infographics, and an engaging Q&A format to show you how to
perfect your cooking, The Science of Cooking brings food science out of
the lab and into your kitchen. Topics include meat and poultry, seafood,
dairy, pulses and grains, fruits, vegetables, spices, herbs, baked goods,
and more, making it perfect for perfecting everyday cooking as well as for
special meals.
Weight loss.
Mary Berry's Cookery Course
At Home in the Kitchen
At Home with Simon Wood
My Favorite Family Recipes with a Modern Twist
MasterChef: Street Food of the World
130 Simple Recipes You'll Love to Make and Eat: A Cookbook
MasterChef at Home
From the chef contestants and judges of the show Masterchef
comes another book of delicious recipes.
A new edition of The Cook's Book � winner of the Gourmand World
Cookbook Award. Now in e-book format Master classic dishes and
pick up tips for success every time with the world�s top chefs,
including Marcus Wareing, Shaun Hill, Ken Hom & Charlie Trotter.
From making a mouth-watering sauce to jointing a chicken and
preparing fresh lobster to cooking the perfect rice, you�ll find
easy to achieve techniques and over 600 delicious recipes to
help you create perfection on a plate in your own kitchen, no
matter what your culinary skills. Get cooking and explore
chapters covering all the major foods: from meat, fish and
vegetables to desserts and cakes. An essential ingredient for
every kitchen.
Dinner ideas with a difference: take your cooking to the next
level with MasterChef winners' takes on 100 classic recipes.
Gazpacho granita, chilli con carne samosas, piña colada
syllabub: this is cooking, but not quite as you know it.
MasterChef The Classics with a Twist brings together a decade's
worth of winners in one cookbook, as they get creative in the
kitchen with imaginative takes on time-honoured dishes. This
brand-new recipe collection features all the amateur MasterChef
winners from the last ten years, including Ping Coombes and 2017
winner Saliha Mahmood Ahmed, along with Celebrity MasterChef
winner Angellica Bell. Try inventive offerings such as Tim
Anderson's chai crème brûlée and Shelina Permalloo's Mauritian
vegan burgers. Enjoy insightful interviews with the winners that
reveal how the series inspired them to cook with imagination,
along with forewords by John Torode and Gregg Wallace that will
encourage you to follow in the winners' footsteps. The secret to
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being a MasterChef winner is knowing how to take an ordinary
dish and making it extraordinary. The ambitious yet achievable
recipes in this collection will show you how to do the same.
If you're feeling overwhelmed by clean eating advice, look no
further. Super Clean Super Foods is the ultimate nutritional
guide to superfoods, telling you all you need to know to power
up your plate. Super Clean Super Foods offers an introduction to
over 50 delicious superfoods including quinoa, acai, buckwheat,
chia seeds, kale, tumeric, coconut, matcha, and bee pollen,
showing you the nutritional benefits of each. Enrich your diet
with the world's healthiest foods, with advice on the best
superfoods for pregnancy, children, energy-boosting, and
over-50s. Learn how to prepare unfamiliar ingredients and which
ingredients to mix with tips for 200 tasty ways to prepare your
superfoods. Supercharge your plate, energise and boost your
health, and introduce vitamins and minerals into your diet with
Super Clean Super Foods.
A Guide to the Fine Art of Cookery
Simple Recipes from a Chef's Night Off [A Cookbook]
Good Food, Good Life
Fresh Ideas for Delicious Low-Carb Meals at Home
MasterChef Kitchen Bible
MasterChef Junior Cookbook
The Story of Food

In the nationwide search for America's best amateur chef, thousands of home cooks from
across the country created their signature dish for an awe-inspiring panel of judges.
Doctors, businessmen, students, construction workers, and stay-at-home moms alike put
their heart on the plate for a chance to become the country's first-ever MasterChef. From
the Mississippi Delta to the Midwest, exotic ethnic dishes to all-American staples, these
talented home cooks showed the judges—and the world—what this country is really
cooking. Now you can cook with the contestants and judges in your very own kitchen
with the MasterChef Cookbook. Learn how to master the basic skills that define any chef;
discover an exciting array of ingredients that will inspire new creations; and find out what
the judges would have cooked if they were given the same challenges faced by the
contestants. From Cinnamon-Orange French Toast to Vietnamese Chicken and Rice;
Southern-Fried Pork Chop to New England–Style Bouillabaisse; Bittersweet Chocolate
Souffle? to Flaky Apple Pie, the MasterChef Cookbook offers more than 80 savory,
sweet, and scrumptious recipes that prove some of the nation's most delicious food comes
from its most humble kitchens.
A volume of deeply personal comfort food recipes by the legally blind Master Chef
champion offers insight into how the loss of her sight compelled her to learn to cook by
sense, drawing on her experiences with both Vietnamese and American culinary cultures
to share advice on how to produce professional results in a home kitchen.
From the fish that started a war to the pope poisoned with chocolate, discover the
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fascinating stories behind the origins, traditions, and uses of our food. Explore the tales,
symbolism, and traditions that come wrapped up in the food on our plates - food that not
only feeds our bodies but also makes up our culture. The Story of Food is a sumptuously
illustrated exploration of our millennia-old relationship with nearly 200 foods. A true
celebration of food in all its forms, this book explores the early efforts of humans in their
quest for sustenance through the stories of individual foods. Covering all food types
including nuts and grains, fruit and vegetables, meat and fish, and herbs and spices, this
fascinating reference provides the facts on all aspects of a food's history. Discover how
foods have become a part of our culture, from their origins and how they are eaten to
their place in world cuisine today.
MasterChef Series 2 became compulsory viewing for Australian households. Over the
course of fourteen weeks, we watched the contestants cook their way through signature
dishes, pressure tests, mystery boxes and invention tests. Now here's your chance to cook
and taste the dishes that enticed, thrilled or just plain baffled you with their brilliance.
MasterChef The Classics with a Twist
Masterchef Australia
The Hugely Better Calorie Counter
The Essential Guide to Culinary Creativity, Based on the Wisdom of America's Most
Imaginative Chefs
Power Up Your Plate, Boost Your Health, 90 Nutritious Foods, 250 Easy Ways to Enjoy
The Science of Cooking
Kitchen Party
The host of FOX’s My Kitchen Rules shares 130 recipes that bring back the pleasure of cooking and
the wonder of connection into your home. For internationally known chef Curtis Stone, cooking is a
pleasurable journey, not just a destination. In this wonderful book featuring his favorite dishes, Curtis
inspires us to turn meal preparation into a joy rather a chore through delicious recipes, mouthwatering
photographs, and handy make-ahead tips. He also shares plenty of heartwarming, personal stories
from time spent in his kitchen and around the table with family and friends, reminding us that good
food and a good life are intrinsically intertwined. His go-to recipes include: • Light meals: Roasted
Beet and Quinoa Salad with Goat Cheese, Fennel, and Pecans; Weeknight Navy Bean and Ham Soup;
Pork Burger with Spicy Ginger Pickles • Scene-stealing dinners: Porcini-Braised Beef with
Horseradish Mascarpone, Herb-Crusted Rack of Lamb with Fennel, Potato and Zucchini Enchiladas
with Habanero Salsa • Family-style sides: Pan-Roasted Brussels Sprouts with Chorizo, Butternut
Squash with Sage and Brown Butter, Cheddar-and-Corn Cream Biscuits • Sweet treats: CherryAmaretto Lattice Pie, Rum Pound Cake with Lime Glaze, Chilled Yellow Watermelon Soup with
Summer Berries • Favorite breakfasts: Crêpes with Homemade Ricotta and Maple-Kumquat Syrup,
Smoked Salmon Omelet with Goat Cheese and Beet Relish, Maple Bran Madeleines • Satisfying
snacks: Popcorn with Bacon and Parmesan, Bruschetta with Spring Pea Pesto and Burrata, ChocolateHazelnut Milkshake, and many more Praise for Curtis Stone “Curtis Stone loves to cook. Unlike so
many chefs, cooking’s not a job to him. It’s a joy. And you feel that every time he slips behind a
stove.”—Ruth Reichl
Ever wondered what chefs love to cook when they are in their own kitchen? Away from the intensity
and heat of restaurant service, what food makes them happiest on a weekend off? 33 globally
renowned chefs have each shared three recipes for their favourite weekend treats in this special
MasterChef collection of food at home. The fascinating background of each chef is explored and
accompanying candid snapshots from their home life provide a unique, never-seen-before window into
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their world. Such an intimate showcase of chefs' private cooking is artistically captured by the
legendary photographer David Loftus. This brilliant cookbook is distinctive in style and substance; a
ground-breaking masterpiece for the new MasterChef book series from Absolute Press. Chefs featured
include: Ferran Adria, Andoni Aduriz, Michael Anthony, Elena Arzak, Jason Atherton, Joe
Bastianich, Lidia Bastianich, Claude Bosi, Massimo Bottura, Claire Clark, Wylie Dufresne, Graham
Elliot, Andrew Fairlie, Peter Gilmore, Peter Gordon, Bill Granger, Angela Hartnett, Tom Kerridge,
Tom Kitchin, Atul Kochhar, Pierre Koffmann, Jamie Oliver, Ashley Palmer-Watts, Neil Perry,
Gordon Ramsay, Eric Ripert, Joan and Jordi Roca, Ruth Rogers, Curtis Stone, David Thompson,
Mitch Tonks and Tetsuya Wakuda.
Become a MasterChef in your own kitchen Impress your friends and family with MasterChef at
Home, the fantastic follow-up to The MasterChef Cookbook. With over 200 recipes from the three
2010 series, as well as nine complete menus from the winners, and top tips on how to present your food,
for a real show-stopping feast. MasterChef is an incredibly popular BBC1 show with over 7.8 million
viewers tuning in for the finale in 2010. All the techniques for preparation, cooking and presentation
are demonstrated in step-by-steps. To make MasterChef at Home a true companion to the series, judges
John Torode and Michel Roux offer handy hints, and MasterTips throughout to demonstrate the best
flavour combinations and how to make the most of unusual ingredients. MasterChef at Home is the
perfect addition to the kitchen of any budding MasterChef.
Comfort food stirs the emotions. It reminds you of people, places, a special moment, whether poignant
or romantic. Gary Mehigan, award-winning restaurateur and MasterChef Australia judge, writes
from the heart as he provides us with recipes for much-loved comfort food that soothe the soul and
nourish those you love. These are the dishes he cooks at home and loves to eat--more than 90 classic
recipes with modern twists. Every recipe is accompanied by practical kitchen tips that will ensure you
create delicious, satisfying results each time.
New Keto Cooking
Step-by-step Techniques & Recipes for Success Every Time from the World's Top Chefs, Including
Marcus Wareing, Shaun Hill, Ken Hom & Charlie Trotter
90 veggie recipes to raise the ordinary to the extraordinary
100 Recipes to Make the Everyday Extraordinary
My Modern American Table
Recipes, stories and photographs
The Flavor Bible

Cook with confidence and find inspiration with Gordon Ramsay's fun, delicious recipes
for novice cooks and experienced chefs alike. Based on a new cooking show, this book
will give experienced as well as novice cooks the desire, confidence and inspiration to
get cooking. Ramsay will offer simple, accessible recipes with a "wow" factor. Gordon
has travelled the world from India and the Far East to LA and Europe, and the recipes
in this book will draw all these culinary influences together to show us simple, vibrant
and delicious recipes that reflect the way we eat today. For example: Miso braised
salmon fillet with Asian vegetables, Pork and Bacon slider with home made bbq sauce,
Curried Sweetcorn Soup, Wild Mushroom Risotto Arrancini, and Baked Lemon
Cheesecake with Raspberries. Each chapter will concentrate on a different area of
cooking--from the classics to the secret of cooking with Chili and spice, through
roasting, baking, and helpful sections on cooking good food for less and cooking for a
crowd. Woven into the book will be useful tricks and tips--from ways to save time and
money, to cleaning and prepping ingredients, to pan frying like a pro. Stuffed full of
delicious recipes, invaluable tips and lashings of Gordon's trademark cheeky wit,
Gordon Ramsay's Home Cooking is the ultimate cooking lesson from the ultimate chef.
NATIONAL BESTSELLER Mary Berg--winner
of MasterChef Canada and star of Mary's
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Kitchen Crush--shares her most delicious, stress-free recipes, grand enough for special
celebrations and easy enough for a regular Tuesday night. Everyone knows that a good
party always ends up in the kitchen, whether you're grabbing a drink, tasting a dish, or
just chatting with the host and other guests. That's because the kitchen is the heart of
every home, big or small. But sometimes entertaining (even casually) can feel daunting
or overwhelming, with all the planning, shopping, cooking, and clean up. Enter Mary
Berg . . . In her first book, TV star and home cook Mary Berg is here to banish any
anxiety about preparing food for the people you love. All of Mary's recipes are meant to
be laid down on a table that is groaning under the weight of delicious food and relaxed
elbows. Kitchen Party is filled with Mary's family-style favorites for brunches, dinners,
and special occasions--along with some of her famous baked goods and desserts, of
course. You'll find over 100 simple, straightforward and mouthwateringly-good recipes
for dishes like Blueberry Cheesecake French Toast Bake with Apple Cinnamon Syrup;
Ricotta, Roasted Grapes and Hazelnut Tartines; Flank Steak with Horseradish Cream;
and Slablova (aka Pavlova for a Crowd). And with Mary's tips and suggested menu
pairings for multiple occasions, from Mother's Day Brunch to a Low-Key Bridal Shower,
you'll never find yourself short of ideas. Whether you're cooking for a big crowd of
friends or hosting a romantic dinner for two, Mary is here to guide you using the warmth
and cooking skills that have already made her a beloved voice of encouragement for all
types of home cooks.
Restaurant-Quality Meals You Won’t Believe Are Keto Chef Michael Silverstein brings
his culinary know-how into your home with this collection of fresh, flavorful recipes that
reimagine Keto cuisine. Instead of falling back on the typical “diet” substitutions, the
unique dishes in this book have been carefully developed to feature big, bold flavors
and smarter cooking methods that set them apart from other Keto recipes. Learn how
easy it is to create healthier, restaurant-worthy food at home, whether for your family, a
date night or your next dinner party. Michael has you covered with recipes like: · SpiceRubbed Pork Tenderloin with Orange Gastrique · Juicy Argentinean Skirt Steak &
Chimichurri · Seared Scallops with Pea Puree & Prosciutto Crisps · Grilled Chicken
Shawarma with Dill Yogurt Sauce · Spiced Carrot Cake with Cardamom Cream Cheese
Frosting · Tres Leches Cupcakes with Cinnamon Whipped Frosting Packed with Pro
Tips to help you achieve the perfect results every time, plus nutritional information for
each recipe, Michael’s imaginative meals make it easier and tastier than ever to stick to
your Keto diet. Finally, a collection of Keto recipes that foodies can enjoy!
Viewers fell in love with Shaun O’Neale on Season 7 of MasterChef. In his debut
cookbook, O’Neale presents his take on modern American cuisine with international
influences. It’s experimental, it’s edgy, and it’s full of big flavors. This book is not your
average home cook’s cookbook. O’Neale encourages you to push your own personal
cooking boundaries and teaches you that home-cooked food can be elevated to finedining quality with ease. You will be inspired to try new recipes, new techniques, and
new flavors, and you will learn that beautiful, high-end plating and presentation is never
too complicated. The book offers 65 mouthwatering recipes, including Bourbon Braised
Short Rib Ravioli; Spicy Miso Black Cod with Fresh Herb Salad; Chicken Saltimbocca
Sandwich; Charred Balsamic Brussels Sprouts; Crazy Cheese Truffle Mac; Candied
Bacon Cheesecake; and more. The book also shares stories from the seventh season
of MasterChef and O’Neale’s path to victory, offering a behind-the-scenes look at the
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exciting show. With O’Neale as your guide, this is the starting point in your own culinary
journey, because the secrets in these pages won over the judges and earned O’Neale
the title of MasterChef!
An Illustrated History of Everything We Eat
Christmas with Gordon
Nadia and Kaye Disaster Chef
Fine Dining Made Simple
My Italian Kitchen
The Escoffier Cook Book
Zuzu Bailey's "It's A Wonderful Life" Cookbook
Gary Rhodes believes that the best way to cook something is often the most simple. In
this title, he strips out complicated techniques and instructions, in search of the easiest
way to get maximum flavour out of familiar ingredients.
A cookery course from the UK's much-loved cookLet Mary take you from new cook to
good cook or from good cook to great cook with Mary Berry's Cookery Course. With
delicious recipes from soups, starters and mains to bread, puddings and cakes, you
can master the foundations of cooking and build your culinary repertoire under the
guidance of Mary Berry.Learn how to cook Mary Berry's favourite recipes with ease and
find out how Mary gets her roast chicken skin so crispy and how she ensures her apple
pie doesn't have a "soggy bottom". Perfect the basics of cooking with 12 classic 'master
recipes' such as leek and potato soup, chargrilled salmon fillets and Victoria sandwich
cake with step-by-step instructions. Then cook your way to success with over 100 failsafe recipes with photographs of each finished dish so you know what you're aiming for
each time. Mary also offers advice on ingredients and how to keep a well-stocked
pantry as well as teaching kitchen techniques such as whipping egg whites to
guarantee perfect results every time.Mary Berry's Cookery Course is perfect for all
home cooks who want to learn to cook 'the Mary Berry way'.
Following her great-grandmothersʼ examples of creatively stretching meals during the
Great Depression, Whitney Miller transforms recipes from her Southern roots,
preserving flavors of traditional family dishes while offering the excitement of her own
special touches. She offers a taste of her family table with dishes like Southern
Horchata, PB&J Chicken Satay, Dehydrated Okra Chips, Sweet Corn Grit Tamales,
Peach Bread Pudding with Sweet Tea Rum Sauce, and much more. Using new
techniques and cooking methods, Miller reimagines classic recipes and experiments
with flavors from around the world, inspired by her travels since winning MasterChef.
Gordon gives inspiration, advice and 75 fail-safe and delicious recipes for all occasions
over the Christmas period. The stars of the show are 5 Christmas Feasts . suitable for
whenever you choose to have your main Christmas meal.
Bold Recipes and Essential Techniques to Inspire Young Cooks
Everything you need to take your cooking to the next level
Super Clean Super Foods
MasterChef Prepare Ahead
MasterChef Cookbook
Cooking Like a Master Chef
Everything You Need to Know to Make Fabulous Food
From cooking know-how such as how to make fresh chicken stock, to
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dinner party recipes including roast lamb and panna cotta, MasterChef
Kitchen Bible covers everything you need to know to cook like a
champion. New forewords by Masterchef's John Torode and Gregg Wallace
will set you on the road to success. Featuring stunning recipes
created for the hit BBC show and classic dishes paired with 'From
Ordinary to Extraordinary' variations, MasterChef Kitchen Bible will
make you a winner in your own kitchen. Cook like a champion with over
250 pages of essential cook's know-how and ingredients guides. Do you
aspire to cook like a MasterChef champion? Are you keen to perfect
your technique, deliver classic recipes with panache, and innovate
with confidence? If so, the MasterChef Kitchen Bible is the perfect
source of expertise and inspiration.
A collection of authentic Italian family recipes from the Season 4
winner of MasterChef! Most of Italian chef Luca Manfe’s early
memories, especially of family holidays, revolve around food. Passed
down from his nonnas, these recipes reflect the warm, rustic flavors
of Friuli, Italy: rich frico, risotto, and savory polenta. Also
showcased are the lighter bites that pair perfectly with a glass of
wine: crostini with ricotta and honey, or a tramezzini, the Italian
version of English high-tea sandwiches. Standout desserts include the
tiramisu he made with his mother when he was eight years old and his
now-famous basil panna cotta that helped win him the title of
MasterChef. “I love to teach,” says Manfe, “I’ll show you the
fundamentals of fantastic Italian food, including homemade stock (I
swear, it’s easy), pasta from scratch, and more. My Italian Kitchen is
packed with the food that I love and that you and your family will
love too.”
Limited edition presented in a special slip case and signed by John
and GreggThe MasterChef Kitchen Bible - all the know-how you need to
become a MasterChef in your own kitchen. Featuring 100 classic recipes
essential for every chef's repertoire from Eggs Benedict to luscious
Lemon Tart and 30 iconic recipes from the TV series.Impress your
friends by filleting flat fish or baking a perfect soufflé with 150
skills classes and find out the recommended kit all aspiring
MasterChefs should have from the best knives to the perfect pans.
Plus, "Ingredients Know-How" sections will point you in the right
direction demonstrating favourite flavour pairings and tips on what's
in season when so you can create a winning menu.Do you know an
aspiring MasterChef? If so, then the MasterChef Kitchen Bible is the
perfect gift for them.
An American adaptation of a standard guide to the French culinary arts
Comfort Food
The Cook's Book
MasterChef Kitchen Bible New Edition
Recipes from My Home Kitchen
MasterChef Cookery Course
The Cookbook. Volume two
MasterChef: the Masters at Home

A foolproof cookbook for people who dread cooking. Find out how
to cook 80+ quick and easy recipes with this hilarious new
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cookbook from TV presenters and "middle-aged YouTube sensations"
Nadia Sawalha and Kaye Adams. Inspired by the duo's hit YouTube
series, which was borne out of MasterChef-winner Nadia's
frustration with her best friend Kaye's kitchen mishaps, Nadia &
Kaye Disaster Chef is a recipe book for the culinary-challenged
who want to be able to dish up delicious grub fast and with no
hassle. Nadia shows Kaye how to cook family meals such as
paella, chowder, and meatballs. Follow her simple steps for
yourself and you can sit down on Sunday to a perfect roast
dinner, or whip up a pavlova or Victoria sponge for friends and
family. Each recipe comes with a cast-iron guarantee: "If Kaye
can cook it, you can cook it". The warm and hilarious chemistry
between these two best friends leaps from every page, with
anecdotes, tricks and kitchen hacks dotted throughout. Nadia and
Kaye want Disaster Chefs everywhere to know that help is on the
way, and to reassure Kaye's children that they need no longer
panic when they hear those three little words "Dinner is ready".
MasterChef: Street Food of the World is a no-holds-barred
celebration of a food trend that continues to grow
exponentially, delighting and enticing foodies. This exciting
new book takes inspiration from the hugely successful pop up
restaurants that continue to delight in their sheer theatre, as
well as the street food vans and street food festivals that
proliferate worldwide. From burritos, churros and pretzels to
shrimp po' boy, Pad Thai or aromatic buns, it is estimated that
2.5 billion people per day eat street food across the world – a
staggering figure. From affordable snacks to the more up-market,
this collection will focuses on the celebration of fresh and
local ingredients and different cultures and cuisines. Often
quick and easy to make, these recipes will delight the home chef
who wants to create sensational street snacks in their own
kitchens. Written by the brilliant Genevieve Taylor, the book
also features recipe contributions from MasterChef winners from
around the world, such as Ping Coombes, Brent Owens and Claudia
Sandoval. Chapters celebrate the best of each nation and
continent, with photography from the legendary David Loftus to
create a striking, vibrant and colourful book.
Cook like a MasterChef pro in your own kitchen with a selection
of stunning recipes from the hit BBC series written by former
contestants. Want to be with your guests instead of slaving away
in the kitchen? MasterChef Prepare Ahead ensures you don't miss
the party. Each recipes comes complete with stunning pictures of
the finished dish, with step-by-step photographs to guide you
through any tricky technique and presentation know-how. With
delicious dishes such as slow-roasted duck with cabbage and
gooseberry jam, or roast Moroccan lamb with couscous and harissa
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sauce, this clever little cookbook will help you win in the
kitchen and make entertaining easy. Series also includes: Quick
Wins (9780241333358), Amazing Mains (9780241333389), and
Sensational Puddings (9780241333372).
In the first cookbook from Graham Elliot, cohost of the popular
Fox series MasterChef and MasterChef Junior, 100 deliciously
creative recipes show home cooks the basics of cooking and
combining flavors—and then urge them to break the rules and put
their own spin on great meals. Graham Elliot wants everyone to
cook. To push up their sleeves and get some good food on the
table. It’s Graham’s simple philosophy that, while there is no
right or wrong when it comes to creativity in the kitchen, you
will benefit from knowing some time-honored methods that enable
you to serve tasty meals to your family day after day, week
after week. So, to teach you his methods and infuse some fun
into the process, he’s written Cooking Like a Master Chef, an
easygoing, accessible guide for the home cook to create
delicious, beautiful food for every occasion. Grouped by season
(without being a strictly seasonal cooking book), Graham’s 100
recipes are illustrated with gorgeous, full-color photographs
and accompanied by simple, straightforward instructions—with
great twists for every palate. That’s because being a top-notch
chef or a talented home cook means being a free thinker,
spontaneous, like a jazz musician. Cooks need to change the
music every so often—once they’re comfortable with the basics—to
stay on their toes and infuse their routine with new excitement
and energy. Here you’ll find recipes for pork chops with root
beer BBQ sauce, halibut BLTs, buffalo chicken with Roquefort
cream, corn bisque with red pepper jam and lime crema, smoked
salmon with a dill schmear and bagel chips, truffled popcorn,
and much more. Kids will love whipped yams with roasted turkey,
potato gnocchi with brown butter, PBJ beignets, and classic
banana splits. It’s no wonder so many people love Graham and his
energetic creativity in the kitchen. With Cooking Like a Master
Chef, now you can learn to be a skilled, resourceful, and
endlessly inventive cook who makes food everyone, adults and
kids alike, will absolutely relish.
Simple Recipes for Cooks Who Can't
Whitney Miller's New Southern Table
Gordon Ramsay's Home Cooking
Favorite Family Recipes from the Winner of MasterChef Season 4
on FOX
MasterChef: The Ultimate Cookbook
Every question answered to perfect your cooking
Keeping It Simple
A collection of favorite recipes from the first five seasons of the popular television competition
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show features such dishes as glazed lollipop wings, fish tacos with guacamole, pan-seared
chicken with shoestring fries, and green tea panna cotta.
As cooks, whether that be in a professional or home kitchen, there is one goal that many of us are
trying to achieve right now: to cook more sustainably, to waste less and to have a lighter footprint
on our environment. To cook greener. A big step in achieving this is for us all to make the step
towards a more vegetable-led diet, and this book is packed with a comprehensive selection of
vegetarian recipes, including a large number which are suitable for vegans. Accessible and
simple, yet utterly delicious, the 100 recipes within these pages will delight home cooks and
embody the MasterChef philosophy of 'ordinary people cooking extraordinary food'. Whether it's a
quick and simple dinner using whatever you might have at hand or a weekend feast to show off
your MasterChef skills, there is something for even the hungriest of carnivores in these pages.
With contributions from 10 MasterChef champions from around the world, recipes include:
Smashed broad bean and peas on sourdough with goat's cheese, dukkah and mint Puy lentil
salad with charred tenderstem broccoli and miso dressing Aubergine schnitzel with fennel, chilli
and yoghurt coleslaw Mushroom and lentil lasagne ... and many more. Each and every recipe will
be complemented with a stunning photograph, and a beautiful, fresh book design will ensure this
is something that everyone, from meat-lovers to vegans, want to have on their shelves.
The timeless guide to culinary creativity and flavor exploration, based on the wisdom of the
world's most innovative chefs Eight years in the making, The Flavor Bible is a landmark book that
will inspire the greatest creations of innovative cooks and chefs by serving as an indispensable
guide to creativity and flavor affinities in today's kitchen. Cuisine is undergoing a startling historic
transformation: With the advent of the global availability of ingredients, dishes are no longer
based on geography but on flavor. This radical shift calls for a new approach to cooking -- as well
as a new genre of "cookbook" that serves no to document classic dishes via recipes, but to
inspire the creation of new ones based on imaginative and harmonious flavor combinations. The
Flavor Bible is your guide to hundreds of ingredients along with the herbs, spices, and other
seasonings that will allow you to coax the greatest possible flavor and pleasure from them. This
astonishing reference distills the combined experience of dozens of America's most innovative
culinarians, representing such celebrated restaurants as A Voce, Babbo, Blue Hill, Café Atlántico,
Chanterelle, Citronelle, Gramercy Tavern, the Herbfarm, Jardinière, Jean Georges, Le Bernardin,
the Modern, Moto, and the Trellis. You'll learn to: explore the individual roles played by the four
basic tastes -- salty, sour, bitter, and sweet -- and how to bring them into harmony; work more
intuitively and effectively with ingredients by discovering which flavors have the strongest
affinities for one another; brighten flavors through the use of acids -- from vinegars to citrus juices
to herbs and spices such as Makrut lime and sumac; deepen or intensify flavors through the
layering of specific ingredients and techniques; and balance the physical, emotional, mental, and
spiritual aspects of cooking and serving an extraordinary meal. Seasoned with tips, anecdotes,
and signature dishes from the country's most respected chefs and pastry chefs, The Flavor Bible
is an essential book for every kitchen library. For more flavor inspiration, look for The Vegetarian
Flavor Bible
Go on a complete cookery course with the experts at MasterChef The MasterChef Cookery
Course takes you on a journey to culinary excellence teaching you everything from the basics of
cooking right up to planning more ambitious menus. It's like having your own tutor next to you as
you move from simple sauces and techniques through to making 120 classic recipes, before
learning to experiment with flavour combinations with the help of John Torode and Gregg
Wallace. Learn how to make quick and easy midweek meals, roast the perfect chicken, bake
delicious cakes and breads as well as making more elaborate French tarts and raviolis.
MasterChef Cookery Course has everything you need to go from zero to hero in the kitchen.
Effortless Recipes for Every Occasion
MasterChef Green
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MasterChef Amazing Mains
Recipes for Inspired Home Cooks
Asian and American Comfort Food from the Winner of MasterChef Season 3 on FOX(TM)

Cook like a MasterChef pro in your own kitchen with a selection of stunning
recipes from the hit BBC series written by former contestants. Want to
throw the perfect dinner party? MasterChef Cook To Impress Amazing
Mains will guarantee plenty of wow factor to impress your guests from the
first mouthful. Each recipe comes complete with stunning pictures of the
finished dish, with step-by-step photographs to guide you through any
tricky technique and presentation know-how. With delicious dishes such as
roasted rack of venison with grand veneur sauce, or spiced battered fish
and chips, this clever little cookbook will help you win in the kitchen and
make entertaining easy. This series also includes: Quick Wins
(9780241333358), Prepare Ahead (9780241333365), and Sensational
Puddings (9780241333372).
Everything you need to know to become a winner in your own kitchen The
MasterChef Kitchen Bible - all the know-how you need to become a
MasterChef in your own kitchen. Featuring 100 classic recipes essential for
every chef's repertoire from Eggs Benedict to luscious Lemon Tart and 30
iconic recipes from the TV series. Impress your friends by filleting flat fish
or baking a perfect soufflé with 150 skills classes and find out the
recommended kit all aspiring MasterChefs should have from the best
knives to the perfect pans. Plus, "Ingredients Know-How" sections will point
you in the right direction demonstrating favourite flavour pairings and tips
on what's in season when so you can create a winning menu. Do you know
an aspiring MasterChef? If so, then the MasterChef Kitchen Bible is the
perfect gift for them.
120+ recipes for the unfussy dishes—from all-day eggs to 2 a.m.
snacks—that the James Beard Award-winning, three-Michelin-starred chef
of Manresa cooks at home. “An instant classic, it defines California cool and
wears its sophistication lightly.”—Padma Lakshmi When David Kinch isn’t
working at one of his restaurants, he cooks in his strawberry-colored
bungalow—affectionately known as the Pink Palace—where he lives on the
Northern California coast. A casual meal might include a rustic pasta made
with cans from the pantry, a simple roasted chicken, or too many oysters to
count. In At Home in the Kitchen, you’ll find David’s ready-for-anything
Mother-Sauce Mayo, a revelatory Guacamole with Pomegranate, the best
make-ahead Grilled Cheese, and everything you want to eat for dinner
tonight: Onion & Brioche Soup, Brussels Sprouts with Cider & Goat Cheese,
Penne with a Walnut Sauce, Jambalaya New Orleans Style, Oven-Roasted
Potatoes with Cod, Whole Roast Cauliflower with Capers & Egg, and much
more. Photographed on location in the coastal town of Santa Cruz, where
David surfs, sails, and entertains, this laid-back cookbook is packed with goto recipes, songs to listen to while cooking, and a few classic cocktails
(rhum punch, daiquiris, sangria, margaritas!) to set a cheerful mood. And
while each recipe has no more than a few key ingredients, David’s clever
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techniques, subtle twists, and fresh flavor combinations guarantee
delicious—and impressive!—results in no time at all.
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